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Formalising Criminal Law in Catala
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There is a growing interest in law formalisation, however some legal domains are traditionally considered to
be more “computational” and therefore more amenable to formalisation than others. For example, tax law has
several available implementations. One example is formalisation of the French tax law in Catala – a domain-
specific language that takes a semantically principled (and functional) approach to law formalisation. Among
the legal domains that are traditionally seen as less “computational” and requiring human interpretation,
stands criminal law. We will discuss work in progress in formalising computational fragments of criminal law
in Catala, and outline the challenges of extending the frontiers of law formalisations to this domain.
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1 MOTIVATION
It is well-known that some legal domains lend themselves naturally to computer implementation
and formalisation. For example, computer implementations of tax law date back to several decades,
and a recent experience of the Catala team [2, 3] has shown that formalisations of tax law can
yield elegant semantics and thus give formal guarantees that law implementation indeed follows
the intented meaning of the legal documentation. The main motivation for recent attempts at law
formalisation is the fact that (naive) computer implementations may contain bugs (see e.g. [1])
that occasionally result in wrong applications of the tax law, and consequently affect the unlucky
individuals, who fall victims to buggy or badly documented code.

But is tax law so exceptional in this respect? One might think that other legal domains, such as
e.g. criminal law, are largely exempt from this kind of problems. However, this is not entirely true.
Many legal domains have developed methods that resemble algorithmic approach. For example,
the Florida state judges use “scoresheets” when considering criminal cases [4]. Not unlike tax law
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calculations, these scoresheets multiply “points” by coefficients based on the considered offence,
and arrive at a verdict that sums up the points cumulatively. Thus, at least to some extent, some
practical applications of criminal law seem to follow a computational approach.

Just as computer implementations of the tax law may contain bugs, the manual application of the
“scoresheet method” is imperfect. According to the Florida Department of Corrections report [5],
the score sheets used in real court sentences tend to have “the compliance rate is 57 to 93 percent”.
Our manual examination of the archives of completed score sheets [6] shows incomplete fields
and ambiguous markings. The report does suggest that often incomplete fields do not have any
significance for the score calculation, but even in those cases, incomplete fields can complicate
accurate statistical analysis of sentences.

Our research question is: can the domain of criminal law benefit from high standards of correct-
ness assurance that modern programming languages offer?

2 OVERVIEW OF THE TALK
In this ProLaLa talk, we will report on our on-going work on formalisation of the Florida scoresheets
in Catala. This work has several goals:

• Firstly, using the Florida scoresheets, we aim to provide a first proof-of-concept implementa-
tion of criminal law in Catala, as it is applied in real court hearings and sentencing. It would
be a first formalisation of real-life criminal law practice we are aware of, and as such will
raise several research questions to investigate.

• The first set of questions concerns practical utility of verified computer programs in the court
room. Is running formal code during a hearing practical or helpful, either as an aid at the
time of sentencing or for subsequent analysis and documentation? We plan to have a case
study of Catala running alongside the judge during court hearings to estimate the practical
pitfalls of this approach.

• The second set of questions concerns the underlying semantics of Catala, and whether the
DSL constructs introduced for the French tax law formalisation [2] extend fully to other legal
domains. Our initial study shows that Catala may require some modifications to capture
more intricate temporal reasoning involved in judging criminal cases.

• Finally, our analysis indicates that several aspects of the Florida scoresheets rely on context
parameters that are left to the appreciation of the judge. We will explain how our work
identifies and isolates those context parameters (that is, inputs to the case at stake), and
separates them from the general-purpose reasoning that is algorithmic in nature and can be
captured in Catala.
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